A likelihood-based, counterfactual approach to accounting for treatment failures in clinical trials.
Consider a two-armed, placebo-controlled trial in which subjects may experience treatment failure. For ethical reasons, it is necessary to administer emergency or rescue medications for such subjects. However, the emergency medications may bias the set of response measurements. When analyzing the data from clinical trials, the standard approach is to perform an intent-to-treat (ITT) analysis, wherein the data are analyzed according to treatment assignment. Secondary statistical analyses that supplement the ITT analysis can be performed to account for the impact of treatment failures and emergency medications. A likelihood-based, counterfactual approach to supplemental analyses uses the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm for parameter estimation and a likelihood ratio test to test the equality of the placebo and experimental treatment means for subjects who would not fail under either treatment assignment. A simulation study is performed to assess the operating characteristics of the likelihood ratio test. An example from the Asthma Clinical Research Network (ACRN) is used to draw comparisons between the standard ITT procedure and the developed supplemental analysis.